
Cordless Stick
Vacuum Cleaner



Automatic Power Adjustment

Range of Accessories
With an accessory for any situation, the 
Elbow, Soft Brush and Crevice tools allow 
you to get to those hard-to-reach areas, 
while the Mini Turbo brush is great for 
lifting pet hair from the sofa. When you’re 
finished, all attachments can be stored on 

Colour
Model

Size (Length x Width x Height, mm)
Suction Power
Weight (Stick*1 / Handheld*2, kg)
Head  
Battery
Charging Time (hrs)
Operation Time*3 (with Powerful Smart Head /
Without Powerful Smart Head, min)
Filter
Dust Capacity (max. line, L)
Dust Bin Capacity (L)
Dust Case
Led Light
Screen

*1 The weight of body, extension pipe and head. *2 The body weight only.
*3 Full charge, new battery, ambient temperature 20°C running time may differ depending on ambient temperature. *4 JOD-S-220050A1 : US Type Plug Shape.

Speci�cations

Accessories

PV-XH850M
Champagne Gold

(Storage Dimension) 360 x 225 x 1,130
210 AW

3.15 / 1.87
Turbo Brush with LED Illuminated

Li-ion DC 28.8V
Approx. 4-6

(Standard) Approx. 60
(High) Approx. 7

HEPA
0.5

0.85

Head
LCD

Washable

Soft Roller, Carpet Roller, AC Adapter*4, Soft Dust Brush, Crevice Tool,
Pet / Mini Turbo Brush, Elbow, Charging Dock, Base, Tube
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210W High
Suction Power
Introducing Hitachi's most powerful 
cordless stick vacuum cleaner ever*. 
Featuring cyclone technology and a 
digital brushless motor (BLDC), this 
powerful stick vacuum generates 210W 
of suction power to lift even the small 
dust particles from your floors.

Foldable Tube
Allowing you to get to those hard to reach 
spots, the foldable tube lets the nozzle glide 
under furniture, giving you a complete clean 
with minimal effort.

Up to 60 Minutes 
Run Time
It provides non-stop vacuuming a usage 
time of up to 60 minutes*. The cordless 
stick vacuum cleaner has 3 selectable 
power modes. It has a run time of 60 
minutes* in basis mode, 30 minutes* in 
high mode, and 7 minutes* in turbo mode.

LCD Screen
It shows the real-time updates of the 
speed, remaining time, suction mode 
and battery level on the handheld 
LCD screen. It even notifies you with 
an animation on the screen in case of 
the filter needs changing or there is 
an error occurred.

Auto Floor Detection
Its new generation brush automatically 
adjusts the suction power of the 
vacuum depending on the surface, 
giving you the right amount of power 
when you need it. In this way, it also 
optimises the usage time. The suction 
power increases automatically to 

Large Dust Bin
Capacity
With its 900 mL dust capacity, it 
meets the vacuuming needs of the 
whole house. Its dust container is 
easy-to-clean and provides 
practical cleaning experiences.

*Running times are based on a fully charged product with a
new battery in normal usage, according to internal tests.

provide effective cleaning when you are vacuuming the carpets.

the magnetic dock station while the product is charging.


